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The Media: a Meeting Point.

Readings | REA 01. The Speedy Gonzales Film History.

ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE CINEMA.

The Speedy Gonzales Version of 
(North American And European) Film History 

Dan Muggia 
  
The task we are facing –learning the entire history of film in less than an hour– is almost impossible, so please be very 
attentive and try to remember as much as you can; but more than that, be sure to use these words only as guide for your 
future intensive investigations into the magical and rewarding realm of film history. 
  
First, please note that Speedy Gonzales has lived all his life in North America, and as a result his view of film history is 
limited. Even if he’s heard about film production in Asia, Africa, and other parts of the world (and even if he’s watched 
some of their products), he doesn’t see himself an expert in this field. As a consequence, entire national film industries are 
barely mentioned in his lecture, but they deserve your personal attention in the future. 
  
Nowadays we tend to agree that film history began on December 28, 1895–the night when the two French photographers 
Auguste and Emile Lumiere presented a program of ten films to a small paying audience in the Grand Cafe in Paris. The 
witty French filmmaker Jean Luc Godard (about whom we will talk later) noticed in 1995 that we tend to celebrate the 
birth of cinema at the moment money was involved and by doing so we emphasize its commercial aspect more than its 
artistic potential. 
  
If everything that follows is “history,” what happened before it can be regarded as “prehistory.” 
  
The invention of cinema is a historical junction of several routes: 
  
1. The search for realistic reproduction of the world that became an obsession with painters in the 19th century, competing 

at the time with the invention of photography. 
  
2. The exploitation of an optical phenomenon called “persistence of vision” that allowed illusionists throughout history to 

create toys and sophisticated entertainment devices that produced for the viewers fantastic illusions of movement. 
  
3. That strange tendency of human beings to gather in groups, usually at night, facing a source of light (the fire) or a 

lighted area (the stage) for the sole purpose of watching and listening to someone else’s story or song or music or 
dance. 

  
Towards the end of the 19th century, in different parts of the world, this historical junction produced the invention of the 
motion picture camera. In New Jersey, Thomas Edison developed the Kinetograph; in Germany, the Skladanowsky 
brothers invented a projector called the Bioscop; and in England, Robert W. Paul operated his own Theatrograph. 
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But the invention of the Lumiere brothers proved the best. Their Cinematograph was not only the lightest camera but also the 
handiest, since it could be easily transformed into a projector and even a film-developing machine. The Lumieres dominated 
the first moments of film history. They produced short films (half a minute each) of moving people, trains, cars, animals, 
balloons, and whatever was around them. Soon the public lost interest in the novelty. The Lumiere brothers tried to overcome 
the banality of their films by sending their cameramen to capture images around the world and supply the French public with 
exotic landscapes from Palestine, India, and Africa. 
  
The Lumiere Brothers were merely technicians, not really inclined towards art. Although they made some efforts to produce 
narrative films, they achieved little success in that direction. It was the professional magician George Melies who understood 
the full potential of the new invention for telling stories through the manipulation of time and space. After purchasing his own 
camera, he started a series of trial-and-error attempts to film his own stage show. In a short time he was able to master a large 
range of film tricks (stop camera, reversing the action, jump cuts, superimposition, fades, dissolves, tinted films and many 
others) that enabled him to produce hundreds of narrative films that dealt mainly with fantastic stories (A Trip To The Moon 
made in 1902 being a fine example). Melies was satisfied with his theatrical way of filming and almost never moved his 
camera. Although he used to add several scenes into a longer film, he did not take an interest in what was soon to be called 
“editing.” 
  
On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, the filmmaker Edwin S. Porter, working for the Edison Company, made some more 
steps towards the understanding of filmmaking. In his action films (a few minutes long) he started moving his camera to push 
the action forward. In order to create a realistic atmosphere in his film The Life Of An American Fireman (1903), he edited 
together a dramatized fire event with real galloping fireman carts that were shot in previous circumstances. A year later, in his 
famous The Great Train Robbery (1903, the first western!), he crosscut shots of separated locations into one coherent and 
fluid narrative. How original was Porter in his innovations? It is hard to say, but remember that at the same time his 
colleagues in England were making similar achievements and the credit should at least be shared with them as well. 
  
The man who took all these little steps and transformed them into a march towards filmmaking as we all know it, was 
undoubtedly D. W. Griffith. A former actor with Porter, Griffith started to direct his own films in 1908. By 1916 –after 
making hundreds of short films – he managed to master the language of narrative cinema and create his masterpiece epics 
Birth Of A Nation (1915) and Intolerance (1916) that established cinema as the art of the 20th century. 
  
Griffith can be called the first total film director, for there is no area in filmmaking that he did not touch and develop to 
perfection. Here is a list of some of his innovations: 
  

■ understanding the expressive power of closeups 
 ■ cutting between shots to suggest a metaphorical relationship 
 ■ the flashback 
 ■ cross-editing to suggest parallel events 
 ■ speeding the action by shortening the shots 
 ■ refining acting 
 ■ realistic settings 
 ■ changing lights to reflect the advancing of the day within the narrative 
 ■ expressive use of light 
 ■ the crane shot 
 ■ exploiting camera angles 
 ■ directing the scene in depth 
 ■ creating historical films with thousands of extras.
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But the biggest contribution of Griffith to the history of cinema was the seriousness he brought upon filmmaking. The 
subjects he chose for his films (well-known novels and historical events), the use of his own biography as a source for his 
works, the emphasis he put on casting his films, the long rehearsals he made before shooting, and his efforts to supply his 
productions with big enough budgets that enabled him to avoid artistic compromises. All these became the guidebook for 
every new director who wanted to be a film artist. 
  
Following Griffith, a number of new directors contributed to the flowering industry that was expanding its base in 
Hollywood, California. The most famous of them all was a new immigrant from England called Charlie Chaplin, who, like 
Griffith, started as an actor and soon moved into directing. Chaplin’s contribution to the development of film technique is of 
no importance, but his personality as an actor as well as a creator of films influenced the world of cinema around the globe. 
Chaplin became a superstar in a few years and his Little Tramp character –always fighting against authority– became an 
anchor of identification for millions of audiences. 
  
More than that, his venture into comedy and satire proved perfect for the silent cinema and while the greatest works of 
Griffith and others of that period have lost part of their power through the years, Chaplin’s films, such as The Immigrant 
(1917), The Kid (1921), and The Gold Rush (1925)  –to mention just the tip of the iceberg– are still fully fresh and capable of 
moving any public regardless of the cultural time gap. (Note: Hollywood in the 20s is not only Griffith and Chaplin. In your 
spare time go and watch Buster Keaton’s comedies, Erich von Stroheim’s carefully crafted melodramas, and Robert 
Flaherty’s lyrical documentaries.) 
  
While American filmmakers of the 20’s were perfecting cinema as a popular art form, some of their competitors in Europe 
were making attempts to create alternative film styles that would transform cinema from entertainment into art. 
A group of French artists and intellectuals explored the possible links between cinema and the other arts. The result was a 
series of films that created a dialogue with the modern streams of painting and music. Rene Clair and his Dadaist friends 
broke all narrative conventions in their slightly nonsensical but aggressive Entr’acte (1924). 
  
Fernand Leger made a film called Ballet Mechanique (1924) in which he put together cinematic material as he would do in 
his cubist works of art. The Spanish Louis Buñuel collaborated with the surrealist artist Salvador Dali in their scandalous 
film Un Chien Andalou (1928), which started with the most shocking metaphor of film history, a razor cutting through a 
human eye followed by a series of disturbing images of sex and cultural decay. 
  
In Germany filmmakers of the 20’s expressed their artistic freedom through the expressionistic style. Giving their greater 
attention to sets and lighting, they created a long series of fantastic films that can be seen today as the prototype for such 
genres as horror and science fiction films. Robert Weine established the style with his horror movie The Cabinet of Dr. 
Caligari (1919), entirely shot in a designed dark set, full of distorted buildings and disturbed characters. 
  
Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1926) is a morality tale set in a futuristic city fully erected in front of the camera –its impression to 
be equaled only 55 years later in Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (which I hope you have all seen). F. W. Murnau made use of 
the cinematic language to create his distorted world. In his Nosferatu (1922) he used negative stock, fast motion, fades and 
moving shadows to create a mystical world dominated by vampires (70 years later, Francis Ford Coppola used some of 
Murnau’s devices in his Dracula, a film based on the same novel). Two years later Murnau moved into a different direction.  
  
His film The Last Laugh (a.k.a. The Last Man) is the sad story of an old but proud hotel doorman who is forced to work in 
the hotel lavatories. The entire film is told with no inter-titles and the camera is constantly moving creating amazing 
cinematic metaphors and reproducing the inner state of mind of the main character. (Do you want to be a filmmaker? Watch 
this one!) 
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In the young Soviet Union a group of filmmakers experimented with a new form of editing. The mentor Lev Kuleshov 
followed by Sergei Eisenstein and others believed that the artistic instance of creating a film is in the editing room. In other 
words:  
  
While shooting, the director creates raw material that only gains its artistic value and meaning when edited. Eisenstein 
perfected his style in the film Battleship Potemkin (1925), mainly in the Odessa steps sequence where he constructed the 
massacre of a huge crowd. By editing dozens and dozens of fragmented shots together he created a shocking conglomerate of 
horror. (The legacy of the Soviet montage can be still traced in commercials and M.T.V.) 
  
And then sound arrived. Actually it had been there from the beginning (a piano player was already present at the Lumiere 
show in 1895), but some technical problems delayed its arrival. When recording became an easier task, and the problem of 
amplifying sound in the theater and that of synchronizing the images with the voices had all been solved, films began to talk. 
At first the novelty seemed to be ruining all the wonderful achievements of the silent era: the camera stopped moving, so did 
the actors, and editing proved impossible. For a short moment the cinema lost its visual force and looked like photographed 
radio. But soon everything was on the right route again. (Singing In The Rain, made in 1951, is a wonderful musical comedy 
set in that exact historical moment). 
  
During the 30’s Hollywood studios grew bigger and bigger, producing films as if they were industrial commodities. With the 
coming of sound, a new genre was born –the musical– and the public learned to enjoy the elegant dances of Fred Astaire and 
Ginger Rogers in RKO films such as Top Hat (1935) or to be astonished by the extravagance of the dance sequences directed 
and choreographed by Busby Berkley for Warner Brothers. Others preferred the gangster movies (Watch Scarface, Little 
Caesar and The Public Enemy and your love for American cinema will remain forever). Each of the studios was trying to be 
recognized by its products and by the stars it had signed (MGM told the public that they had under their roof more stars than 
there are in the sky).  
  
This competition supplied the audience during the following three decades with the finest American films one can dream of. 
These are the years of King Kong and Clark Gable, It Happened One Night and Marlene Dietrich –the list is endless. But 
despite the dominance of the studios and their stars, the real work was done by film directors: most of them fine craftsmen, 
some of them great artists. 
  
In the big factory called Hollywood, people like Howard Hawks, John Ford and Alfred Hitchcock succeeded in making 
masterpieces that stood high above the average films of their time. John Ford told the American story mainly through his 
beloved genre “the western.” Hawks put all his talent into perfecting the narrative structure of his films, which varied in their 
genres but always told stories of professionalism and friendship. 
  
Hitchcock produced a long series of suspense and horror movies in which he combined ideas from the Soviet editing style 
with the German techniques for creating dark atmospheres. (If you want to learn how to make films only by watching them, be 
sure to see all of Hitchcock’s films –they will tell you the whole technique. Sit then and carefully watch all of Chaplin’s films 
and you will know all there is to know about content. After that you will be ready. 
  
Let us go back to Europe. While the Nazis in Germany were making propaganda movies serving as a preparatory 
brainwashing for the future atrocities the French filmmakers led by Jean Renoir created a new style called “poetic realism”–a 
combination of a direct approach to life with a need for lyricism and beauty. Renoir developed in his films a technique for 
keeping his characters in focus all along the depth of his shots. 
  
He preferred the in-frame action to the editing, his takes were long and the camera was fluently following the action. Renoir 
was more than a technician or aesthetician; he was a great story-teller. His La Grande Illusion (1937) and The Rules Of The 
Game (1939) are among the finest works of wit, elegance and humanism. 
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The first film industry to emerge from the ruins of the second World War was the Italian one. Even before the war was over, 
Roberto Rossellini started shooting in a semiclandestine manner a film about the resistance against the Nazis and their fascist 
collaborators in the Italian capital. Rome Open City (1943-45) was shot for the most part on location, the events depicted in 
the film are real ones and the quality of film stock he used made the film look like a newsreel. The film was an international 
success and it influenced filmmakers to adopt a new approach in filmmaking –Neo-Realism. No more studio shooting: light 
cameras, low budgets, non- professional actors, open narratives, stories of workers, farmers and partisans –these were the new 
laws of the right way of film production. Vittorio De Sica created his masterpiece Bicycle Thieves (1948) in this manner, a 
film about the relationship between a boy and his unemployed father whose existence totally depends upon his stolen bicycle, 
and Luchino Visconti went as far as Sicily to shoot a film about local fishermen who enacted their own life in the film The 
Earth Trembles (1948). 
  
Neo-Realism carried on into the 50’s but submitted to necessary changes so as to face larger and less political audiences. 
However, its influence had been noticed all over the world. The French filmmakers of the 60s adopted some of its techniques, 
and the great Indian director Satyajit Ray declared more than once that he had filmed his films in the Neo-Realistic manner. 
Even some of the American directors (such as Elia Kazan, Nicholas Ray, Edward Dmytrik and others) preferred shooting 
their films out in the streets of the big cities for realistic purposes and sometimes even for a rougher political impact. 
  
Talking about post-war American films means talking about one of the most exciting phenomena of film history –“Film Noir” 
a label given by French critics to the dominant American film style of that era. Its roots go in different directions: German 
expressionism and its preference for dark stories and disturbing compositions; the pulp fiction novels of writers such as 
Dashiel Hammett and Raymond Chandler; the new interest in street life created by the Neo-Realistic movement; and the 
general pessimistic and cynical mood that crept into American society after the war. The Film Noir style had characteristics 
such as contrasty lighting, oblique camera angles, claustrophobic framing, a repeating use of mirrors and water, a non-chrono-
logical narrative and the use of voice-over narration. All these were incorporated in the service of detective and other crime 
plots all soaked with violence, seduction, and betrayal, generally originating in the evil womb of a female character. 
  
(A few musts of the style: The Maltese Falcon (1941), Double Indemnity (1944), The Big Sleep (1946), Murder My Sweet 
(1945), The Killers (1946), The Big Heat (1953), and many more.) 
  
While talking about Film Noir one should think of the great American film director Orson Welles, who started his career at 
the age of 25 with his monumental film Citizen Kane (1941), in which he developed several of the future characteristics of the 
Noir style. However, Welles is to be remembered more for his multiple innovations of film language than for establishing the 
Noir style. His innovations include an investigation into the depth of focus, his metaphors created through the placement of 
characters within meticulously studied sets and compositions, his creation of overlapping dialogues, the low angle shooting 
and presence of ceilings in the frame, and of course his seemingly effortless acting style best presented by his own 
appearances in his films. 
  
In the fifteen years that followed the Second World War, the French film industry was only changing slowly (less than twenty 
new directors started their career in that period). A group of film critics writing for the journal Cahiers du Cinema called for a 
film revolution that would reject the respectable but conservative French productions and create more cinematic films that 
would bare the distinctive personal style of their directors.  
  
From writing they moved into directing. In 1959 Francois Truffaut made his autobiographical lyrical film The 400 Blows 
and Jean Luc Godard his take off on the gangster movies Breathless. The world of cinema stood still and was never the same 
again. 
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The success of these two low-budget films opened the doors for many young film directors (in three years more than 100 new 
French directors were able to produce their first features) soon to be called the French New Wave. The characteristics of this 
film movement included low-budget productions, the use of light hand-held cameras, shooting in the busy streets of Paris, 
improvising the dialogue and breaking all of the editing rules. As far as content, the New Wave films varied from director to 
director but they all carried a fresh vibration of youth and were soaked with love for cinema heritage. (The New Wave 1st 
league includes: Truffaut, Godard, Alain Resnais, Claude Chabrol, Louis Malle, Eric Rohmer and Jacques Rivette.) 
  
The influence of the French New Wave was carried all over Europe and took on a different shape in each country. In England 
it was the angry “New Cinema”, a realistic film movement (with its roots in British documentary and Italian Neo-Realism) 
that devoted itself to social issues. In Poland the Lodz film school produced several generations of filmmakers who would dare 
to touch new subjects and new forms of filmmaking (Roman Polanski’s Knife In The Water is a fine example). In 
Czechoslovakia Jan Kadar, Elmar Klos, Milos Forman, Ivan Passer and Jiri Menzel created a series of successful films that 
dealt with ordinary life in a comical way, lightly criticizing the banality of modern life in their country. Things were changing 
in Hungary, Yugoslavia, and The Soviet Union (in Germany only a decade later) but the leading country of the 60s was by no 
doubt Italy. 
  
Led by Federico Fellini (only by his international fame not by his personal inimitable style), Italian filmmakers were 
reinventing cinema. They experimented with narrative structures (in 8-1/2, Fellini is constantly moving from one level of 
consciousness to another without alerting his public), they tried to understand the neuroses of their urban modern heroes 
(Michelangelo Antonioni), they blended the style of Neo-Realism with lyricism and religion (Pier Paolo Pasolini), they 
adapted the New Wave technique to create a political cinema (Bernardo Bertolucci, Francesco Rosi), and they even made a 
new style of Western (Sergio Leone’s Spaghetti Western Trilogy starring Clint Eastwood). 
  
The New Wave had its impact on the American cinema as well. In the late sixties and in the 70’s a series of filmmakers went 
back to the old genres and revised according to the New Wave spirit. Bonnie And Clyde (1977), directed by Arthur Penn was 
the pioneer.  
  
This seemingly regular gangster film proved in fact to be a sophisticated study of violence and romance in the American 
society ,and the two characters became revolutionary cult figures. Following this example came the violent Wild Bunch 
(1969) a western transformed by Sam Peckinpah’s blend of zooms, slow motion and pans into a bloody metaphor for 
American military violence. Also in that year Stanley Kubrick made 2001: A Space Odyssey, a film that pushed the science 
fiction genre into the realm of philosophy. 
  
Robert Altman played with various genres, creating a radical attack on American values and taboos, and Coppola joined the 
wave with his elegant but cruel attack on American business and legal system in his (first part of three) The Godfather (1972). 
  
But by the end of the 70’s and into the 80’s the dominant kind of movie in America was taking a different direction. With the 
success of filmmakers such as George Lucas and Steven Spielberg, everybody in Hollywood wanted to make big-budget 
adventure and fantasy films. The average audience was less then 15 years old and the average budget much more than 15 
million dollars. The search for the next blockbuster became the Hollywood religion and the “formula movie” the way to 
salvation. When real talent meets the formula, the public gains such masterpieces as Blade Runner and Terminator; in most 
other cases they face just a list of spectacular special effects. 
  
Within this phase of commercial noisy filmmaking, one should pay attention to several islands of artistic independence. In 
New York the actor/director Woody Allen (Zelig, Reconstructing Harry) is punctually producing his personal satires. From 
another part of the same city came the influential Spike Lee who created a series of politically sophisticated films (Do The 
Right Thing, Three Little Girls) all of them dealing in one way or another with American racism. 
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John Sayles (City Of Hope, Lone Star, etc.) investigates in his complex narratives the social structure of America, and the 
talented Quentin Tarantino (Reservoir Dogs, Pulp Fiction), maybe the most influential and admired filmmaker of the late 
90’s, is playing with narrative structures and with the audience’s tolerance of violence. 
  
American movies dominate world distribution. Only here and there may one find a country that succeeds for a brief moment in 
defending itself from this form of cultural colonialism. Maybe England is supplying at the present moment the only fresh 
response to this phenomenon. Directors like Mike Lee (Naked, Secrets And Lies, etc.) and Ken Loach (Riff Raff, Ladybird 
Ladybird, Raining Stones, etc.) have provided us with several exciting movies that look at the social problems of England in a 
moving but never sentimental way. (We may want to add to this list the controversial film Trainspotting, directed by the 
young Scottish filmmaker Danny Boyle, who will surely influence future filmmakers with his blunt approach towards the 
drug problem and his innovative, expressive, energetic shooting style). 
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  Questions. 

Read the previous text and answer the following questions.

?

1)    Indicate if these sentences about the film history are true or false.

  A) Film history began on December 28, 1895.

  B) Thomas Edison developed the Theatrograph. 

  C) Louis Buñuel collaborated with Salvador Dali in their film Un Chien Andalou (1928). 

  D) The Great Train Robbery (1903) was the first western.

  E) George Lucas made the science fiction film 2001: A Space Odyssey.

  F) Orson Welles started his career at the age of 25 with his film Citizen Kane (1941).

2)    Complete these sentences with the right word.

  A) Auguste  and Emile Lumiere presented ten films in the Grand Cafe in ...

  B)  The Skladanowsky brothers invented a projector called the ...

  C) A Trip To The Moon was made in 1902 by the professional magician ...

  D) Scarface, Little Caesar, The Godfather and The Public Enemy are ...

  E) Film Noir was a label given by French critics to the 50's American film ...

  F)  Do The Right Thing was a politically sophisticated film made by ...
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3)   What kind of inventions do the images show?

A) B)

C) D)

E) F)
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4)   What films do the images show?

A) B)

C) D)

E) F)
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G) H)

I) J)

K) L)
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M) N)

O) P)

Q) R)
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5)   What people do the images show?

A) B)

C) D)

E) F)
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G) H)

I) J)

K) L)
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6)    Fill in the gaps with the correct director, year, country and style for each film.

# FILM DIRECTOR YEAR COUNTRY STYLE / DETAILS

1 A Trip to Moon

2 Metropolis

3 Le Grand Illusion

4 Citizen Kane

5 Birth of a Nation

6 Rome Open City

7 Battelship Potemkin

8 Nosferatu

9 Bicycle Thieves

10 Top Hat

11 Un Chien Andalou

12 The Great Train Robbery

13 The Kid

14 Entr'acte

15 2001: A Space Odyssey

16 Bonnie and Clyde

17 The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari

18 The 400 Blows

19 The Godfather

20 Breathless
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The Speedy Gonzales Version of(North American And European) Film History
Dan Muggia
 
The task we are facing –learning the entire history of film in less than an hour– is almost impossible, so please be very attentive and try to remember as much as you can; but more than that, be sure to use these words only as guide for your future intensive investigations into the magical and rewarding realm of film history.
 
First, please note that Speedy Gonzales has lived all his life in North America, and as a result his view of film history is limited. Even if he’s heard about film production in Asia, Africa, and other parts of the world (and even if he’s watched some of their products), he doesn’t see himself an expert in this field. As a consequence, entire national film industries are barely mentioned in his lecture, but they deserve your personal attention in the future.
 
Nowadays we tend to agree that film history began on December 28, 1895–the night when the two French photographers Auguste and Emile Lumiere presented a program of ten films to a small paying audience in the Grand Cafe in Paris. The witty French filmmaker Jean Luc Godard (about whom we will talk later) noticed in 1995 that we tend to celebrate the birth of cinema at the moment money was involved and by doing so we emphasize its commercial aspect more than its artistic potential.
 
If everything that follows is “history,” what happened before it can be regarded as “prehistory.”
 
The invention of cinema is a historical junction of several routes:
 
1. The search for realistic reproduction of the world that became an obsession with painters in the 19th century, competing at the time with the invention of photography.
         
2. The exploitation of an optical phenomenon called “persistence of vision” that allowed illusionists throughout history to create toys and sophisticated entertainment devices that produced for the viewers fantastic illusions of movement.
         
3. That strange tendency of human beings to gather in groups, usually at night, facing a source of light (the fire) or a lighted area (the stage) for the sole purpose of watching and listening to someone else’s story or song or music or dance.
 
Towards the end of the 19th century, in different parts of the world, this historical junction produced the invention of the motion picture camera. In New Jersey, Thomas Edison developed the Kinetograph; in Germany, the Skladanowsky brothers invented a projector called the Bioscop; and in England, Robert W. Paul operated his own Theatrograph.
 
But the invention of the Lumiere brothers proved the best. Their Cinematograph was not only the lightest camera but also the handiest, since it could be easily transformed into a projector and even a film-developing machine. The Lumieres dominated the first moments of film history. They produced short films (half a minute each) of moving people, trains, cars, animals, balloons, and whatever was around them. Soon the public lost interest in the novelty. The Lumiere brothers tried to overcome the banality of their films by sending their cameramen to capture images around the world and supply the French public with exotic landscapes from Palestine, India, and Africa.
 
The Lumiere Brothers were merely technicians, not really inclined towards art. Although they made some efforts to produce narrative films, they achieved little success in that direction. It was the professional magician George Melies who understood the full potential of the new invention for telling stories through the manipulation of time and space. After purchasing his own camera, he started a series of trial-and-error attempts to film his own stage show. In a short time he was able to master a large range of film tricks (stop camera, reversing the action, jump cuts, superimposition, fades, dissolves, tinted films and many others) that enabled him to produce hundreds of narrative films that dealt mainly with fantastic stories (A Trip To The Moon made in 1902 being a fine example). Melies was satisfied with his theatrical way of filming and almost never moved his camera. Although he used to add several scenes into a longer film, he did not take an interest in what was soon to be called “editing.”
 
On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, the filmmaker Edwin S. Porter, working for the Edison Company, made some more steps towards the understanding of filmmaking. In his action films (a few minutes long) he started moving his camera to push the action forward. In order to create a realistic atmosphere in his film The Life Of An American Fireman (1903), he edited together a dramatized fire event with real galloping fireman carts that were shot in previous circumstances. A year later, in his famous The Great Train Robbery (1903, the first western!), he crosscut shots of separated locations into one coherent and fluid narrative. How original was Porter in his innovations? It is hard to say, but remember that at the same time his colleagues in England were making similar achievements and the credit should at least be shared with them as well.
 
The man who took all these little steps and transformed them into a march towards filmmaking as we all know it, was undoubtedly D. W. Griffith. A former actor with Porter, Griffith started to direct his own films in 1908. By 1916 –after making hundreds of short films – he managed to master the language of narrative cinema and create his masterpiece epics Birth Of A Nation (1915) and Intolerance (1916) that established cinema as the art of the 20th century.
 
Griffith can be called the first total film director, for there is no area in filmmaking that he did not touch and develop to perfection. Here is a list of some of his innovations:
 
■ understanding the expressive power of closeups
         ■ cutting between shots to suggest a metaphorical relationship
         ■ the flashback
         ■ cross-editing to suggest parallel events
         ■ speeding the action by shortening the shots
         ■ refining acting
         ■ realistic settings
         ■ changing lights to reflect the advancing of the day within the narrative
         ■ expressive use of light
         ■ the crane shot
         ■ exploiting camera angles
         ■ directing the scene in depth
         ■ creating historical films with thousands of extras.
But the biggest contribution of Griffith to the history of cinema was the seriousness he brought upon filmmaking. The subjects he chose for his films (well-known novels and historical events), the use of his own biography as a source for his works, the emphasis he put on casting his films, the long rehearsals he made before shooting, and his efforts to supply his productions with big enough budgets that enabled him to avoid artistic compromises. All these became the guidebook for every new director who wanted to be a film artist.
 
Following Griffith, a number of new directors contributed to the flowering industry that was expanding its base in Hollywood, California. The most famous of them all was a new immigrant from England called Charlie Chaplin, who, like Griffith, started as an actor and soon moved into directing. Chaplin’s contribution to the development of film technique is of no importance, but his personality as an actor as well as a creator of films influenced the world of cinema around the globe. Chaplin became a superstar in a few years and his Little Tramp character –always fighting against authority– became an anchor of identification for millions of audiences.
 
More than that, his venture into comedy and satire proved perfect for the silent cinema and while the greatest works of Griffith and others of that period have lost part of their power through the years, Chaplin’s films, such as The Immigrant (1917), The Kid (1921), and The Gold Rush (1925)  –to mention just the tip of the iceberg– are still fully fresh and capable of moving any public regardless of the cultural time gap. (Note: Hollywood in the 20s is not only Griffith and Chaplin. In your spare time go and watch Buster Keaton’s comedies, Erich von Stroheim’s carefully crafted melodramas, and Robert Flaherty’s lyrical documentaries.)
 
While American filmmakers of the 20’s were perfecting cinema as a popular art form, some of their competitors in Europe were making attempts to create alternative film styles that would transform cinema from entertainment into art.
A group of French artists and intellectuals explored the possible links between cinema and the other arts. The result was a series of films that created a dialogue with the modern streams of painting and music. Rene Clair and his Dadaist friends broke all narrative conventions in their slightly nonsensical but aggressive Entr’acte (1924).
 
Fernand Leger made a film called Ballet Mechanique (1924) in which he put together cinematic material as he would do in his cubist works of art. The Spanish Louis Buñuel collaborated with the surrealist artist Salvador Dali in their scandalous film Un Chien Andalou (1928), which started with the most shocking metaphor of film history, a razor cutting through a human eye followed by a series of disturbing images of sex and cultural decay.
 
In Germany filmmakers of the 20’s expressed their artistic freedom through the expressionistic style. Giving their greater attention to sets and lighting, they created a long series of fantastic films that can be seen today as the prototype for such genres as horror and science fiction films. Robert Weine established the style with his horror movie The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1919), entirely shot in a designed dark set, full of distorted buildings and disturbed characters.
 
Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1926) is a morality tale set in a futuristic city fully erected in front of the camera –its impression to be equaled only 55 years later in Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (which I hope you have all seen). F. W. Murnau made use of the cinematic language to create his distorted world. In his Nosferatu (1922) he used negative stock, fast motion, fades and moving shadows to create a mystical world dominated by vampires (70 years later, Francis Ford Coppola used some of Murnau’s devices in his Dracula, a film based on the same novel). Two years later Murnau moved into a different direction. 
 
His film The Last Laugh (a.k.a. The Last Man) is the sad story of an old but proud hotel doorman who is forced to work in the hotel lavatories. The entire film is told with no inter-titles and the camera is constantly moving creating amazing cinematic metaphors and reproducing the inner state of mind of the main character. (Do you want to be a filmmaker? Watch this one!)
 
In the young Soviet Union a group of filmmakers experimented with a new form of editing. The mentor Lev Kuleshov followed by Sergei Eisenstein and others believed that the artistic instance of creating a film is in the editing room. In other words: 
 
While shooting, the director creates raw material that only gains its artistic value and meaning when edited. Eisenstein perfected his style in the film Battleship Potemkin (1925), mainly in the Odessa steps sequence where he constructed the massacre of a huge crowd. By editing dozens and dozens of fragmented shots together he created a shocking conglomerate of horror. (The legacy of the Soviet montage can be still traced in commercials and M.T.V.)
 
And then sound arrived. Actually it had been there from the beginning (a piano player was already present at the Lumiere show in 1895), but some technical problems delayed its arrival. When recording became an easier task, and the problem of amplifying sound in the theater and that of synchronizing the images with the voices had all been solved, films began to talk. At first the novelty seemed to be ruining all the wonderful achievements of the silent era: the camera stopped moving, so did the actors, and editing proved impossible. For a short moment the cinema lost its visual force and looked like photographed radio. But soon everything was on the right route again. (Singing In The Rain, made in 1951, is a wonderful musical comedy set in that exact historical moment).
 
During the 30’s Hollywood studios grew bigger and bigger, producing films as if they were industrial commodities. With the coming of sound, a new genre was born –the musical– and the public learned to enjoy the elegant dances of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers in RKO films such as Top Hat (1935) or to be astonished by the extravagance of the dance sequences directed and choreographed by Busby Berkley for Warner Brothers. Others preferred the gangster movies (Watch Scarface, Little Caesar and The Public Enemy and your love for American cinema will remain forever). Each of the studios was trying to be recognized by its products and by the stars it had signed (MGM told the public that they had under their roof more stars than there are in the sky). 
 
This competition supplied the audience during the following three decades with the finest American films one can dream of. These are the years of King Kong and Clark Gable, It Happened One Night and Marlene Dietrich –the list is endless. But despite the dominance of the studios and their stars, the real work was done by film directors: most of them fine craftsmen, some of them great artists.
 
In the big factory called Hollywood, people like Howard Hawks, John Ford and Alfred Hitchcock succeeded in making masterpieces that stood high above the average films of their time. John Ford told the American story mainly through his beloved genre “the western.” Hawks put all his talent into perfecting the narrative structure of his films, which varied in their genres but always told stories of professionalism and friendship.
 
Hitchcock produced a long series of suspense and horror movies in which he combined ideas from the Soviet editing style with the German techniques for creating dark atmospheres. (If you want to learn how to make films only by watching them, be sure to see all of Hitchcock’s films –they will tell you the whole technique. Sit then and carefully watch all of Chaplin’s films and you will know all there is to know about content. After that you will be ready.
 
Let us go back to Europe. While the Nazis in Germany were making propaganda movies serving as a preparatory brainwashing for the future atrocities the French filmmakers led by Jean Renoir created a new style called “poetic realism”–a combination of a direct approach to life with a need for lyricism and beauty. Renoir developed in his films a technique for keeping his characters in focus all along the depth of his shots.
 
He preferred the in-frame action to the editing, his takes were long and the camera was fluently following the action. Renoir was more than a technician or aesthetician; he was a great story-teller. His La Grande Illusion (1937) and The Rules Of The Game (1939) are among the finest works of wit, elegance and humanism. 
The first film industry to emerge from the ruins of the second World War was the Italian one. Even before the war was over, Roberto Rossellini started shooting in a semiclandestine manner a film about the resistance against the Nazis and their fascist collaborators in the Italian capital. Rome Open City (1943-45) was shot for the most part on location, the events depicted in the film are real ones and the quality of film stock he used made the film look like a newsreel. The film was an international success and it influenced filmmakers to adopt a new approach in filmmaking –Neo-Realism. No more studio shooting: light cameras, low budgets, non- professional actors, open narratives, stories of workers, farmers and partisans –these were the new laws of the right way of film production. Vittorio De Sica created his masterpiece Bicycle Thieves (1948) in this manner, a film about the relationship between a boy and his unemployed father whose existence totally depends upon his stolen bicycle, and Luchino Visconti went as far as Sicily to shoot a film about local fishermen who enacted their own life in the film The Earth Trembles (1948).
 
Neo-Realism carried on into the 50’s but submitted to necessary changes so as to face larger and less political audiences. However, its influence had been noticed all over the world. The French filmmakers of the 60s adopted some of its techniques, and the great Indian director Satyajit Ray declared more than once that he had filmed his films in the Neo-Realistic manner. Even some of the American directors (such as Elia Kazan, Nicholas Ray, Edward Dmytrik and others) preferred shooting their films out in the streets of the big cities for realistic purposes and sometimes even for a rougher political impact.
 
Talking about post-war American films means talking about one of the most exciting phenomena of film history –“Film Noir” a label given by French critics to the dominant American film style of that era. Its roots go in different directions: German expressionism and its preference for dark stories and disturbing compositions; the pulp fiction novels of writers such as Dashiel Hammett and Raymond Chandler; the new interest in street life created by the Neo-Realistic movement; and the general pessimistic and cynical mood that crept into American society after the war. The Film Noir style had characteristics such as contrasty lighting, oblique camera angles, claustrophobic framing, a repeating use of mirrors and water, a non-chrono-logical narrative and the use of voice-over narration. All these were incorporated in the service of detective and other crime plots all soaked with violence, seduction, and betrayal, generally originating in the evil womb of a female character.
 
(A few musts of the style: The Maltese Falcon (1941), Double Indemnity (1944), The Big Sleep (1946), Murder My Sweet (1945), The Killers (1946), The Big Heat (1953), and many more.)
 
While talking about Film Noir one should think of the great American film director Orson Welles, who started his career at the age of 25 with his monumental film Citizen Kane (1941), in which he developed several of the future characteristics of the Noir style. However, Welles is to be remembered more for his multiple innovations of film language than for establishing the Noir style. His innovations include an investigation into the depth of focus, his metaphors created through the placement of characters within meticulously studied sets and compositions, his creation of overlapping dialogues, the low angle shooting and presence of ceilings in the frame, and of course his seemingly effortless acting style best presented by his own appearances in his films.
 
In the fifteen years that followed the Second World War, the French film industry was only changing slowly (less than twenty new directors started their career in that period). A group of film critics writing for the journal Cahiers du Cinema called for a film revolution that would reject the respectable but conservative French productions and create more cinematic films that would bare the distinctive personal style of their directors. 
 
From writing they moved into directing. In 1959 Francois Truffaut made his autobiographical lyrical film The 400 Blows and Jean Luc Godard his take off on the gangster movies Breathless. The world of cinema stood still and was never the same again.
 
The success of these two low-budget films opened the doors for many young film directors (in three years more than 100 new French directors were able to produce their first features) soon to be called the French New Wave. The characteristics of this film movement included low-budget productions, the use of light hand-held cameras, shooting in the busy streets of Paris, improvising the dialogue and breaking all of the editing rules. As far as content, the New Wave films varied from director to director but they all carried a fresh vibration of youth and were soaked with love for cinema heritage. (The New Wave 1st league includes: Truffaut, Godard, Alain Resnais, Claude Chabrol, Louis Malle, Eric Rohmer and Jacques Rivette.)
 
The influence of the French New Wave was carried all over Europe and took on a different shape in each country. In England it was the angry “New Cinema”, a realistic film movement (with its roots in British documentary and Italian Neo-Realism) that devoted itself to social issues. In Poland the Lodz film school produced several generations of filmmakers who would dare to touch new subjects and new forms of filmmaking (Roman Polanski’s Knife In The Water is a fine example). In Czechoslovakia Jan Kadar, Elmar Klos, Milos Forman, Ivan Passer and Jiri Menzel created a series of successful films that dealt with ordinary life in a comical way, lightly criticizing the banality of modern life in their country. Things were changing in Hungary, Yugoslavia, and The Soviet Union (in Germany only a decade later) but the leading country of the 60s was by no doubt Italy.
 
Led by Federico Fellini (only by his international fame not by his personal inimitable style), Italian filmmakers were reinventing cinema. They experimented with narrative structures (in 8-1/2, Fellini is constantly moving from one level of consciousness to another without alerting his public), they tried to understand the neuroses of their urban modern heroes (Michelangelo Antonioni), they blended the style of Neo-Realism with lyricism and religion (Pier Paolo Pasolini), they adapted the New Wave technique to create a political cinema (Bernardo Bertolucci, Francesco Rosi), and they even made a new style of Western (Sergio Leone’s Spaghetti Western Trilogy starring Clint Eastwood).
 
The New Wave had its impact on the American cinema as well. In the late sixties and in the 70’s a series of filmmakers went back to the old genres and revised according to the New Wave spirit. Bonnie And Clyde (1977), directed by Arthur Penn was the pioneer. 
 
This seemingly regular gangster film proved in fact to be a sophisticated study of violence and romance in the American society ,and the two characters became revolutionary cult figures. Following this example came the violent Wild Bunch (1969) a western transformed by Sam Peckinpah’s blend of zooms, slow motion and pans into a bloody metaphor for American military violence. Also in that year Stanley Kubrick made 2001: A Space Odyssey, a film that pushed the science fiction genre into the realm of philosophy.
 
Robert Altman played with various genres, creating a radical attack on American values and taboos, and Coppola joined the wave with his elegant but cruel attack on American business and legal system in his (first part of three) The Godfather (1972).
 
But by the end of the 70’s and into the 80’s the dominant kind of movie in America was taking a different direction. With the success of filmmakers such as George Lucas and Steven Spielberg, everybody in Hollywood wanted to make big-budget adventure and fantasy films. The average audience was less then 15 years old and the average budget much more than 15 million dollars. The search for the next blockbuster became the Hollywood religion and the “formula movie” the way to salvation. When real talent meets the formula, the public gains such masterpieces as Blade Runner and Terminator; in most other cases they face just a list of spectacular special effects.
 
Within this phase of commercial noisy filmmaking, one should pay attention to several islands of artistic independence. In New York the actor/director Woody Allen (Zelig, Reconstructing Harry) is punctually producing his personal satires. From another part of the same city came the influential Spike Lee who created a series of politically sophisticated films (Do The Right Thing, Three Little Girls) all of them dealing in one way or another with American racism. 
John Sayles (City Of Hope, Lone Star, etc.) investigates in his complex narratives the social structure of America, and the talented Quentin Tarantino (Reservoir Dogs, Pulp Fiction), maybe the most influential and admired filmmaker of the late 90’s, is playing with narrative structures and with the audience’s tolerance of violence.
 
American movies dominate world distribution. Only here and there may one find a country that succeeds for a brief moment in defending itself from this form of cultural colonialism. Maybe England is supplying at the present moment the only fresh response to this phenomenon. Directors like Mike Lee (Naked, Secrets And Lies, etc.) and Ken Loach (Riff Raff, Ladybird Ladybird, Raining Stones, etc.) have provided us with several exciting movies that look at the social problems of England in a moving but never sentimental way. (We may want to add to this list the controversial film Trainspotting, directed by the young Scottish filmmaker Danny Boyle, who will surely influence future filmmakers with his blunt approach towards the drug problem and his innovative, expressive, energetic shooting style).
 
  Questions.
Read the previous text and answer the following questions.
?
1)  
  Indicate if these sentences about the film history are true or false.
  A) Film history began on December 28, 1895.
  B) Thomas Edison developed the Theatrograph. 
  C) Louis Buñuel collaborated with Salvador Dali in their film Un Chien Andalou (1928). 
  D) The Great Train Robbery (1903) was the first western.
  E) George Lucas made the science fiction film 2001: A Space Odyssey.
  F) Orson Welles started his career at the age of 25 with his film Citizen Kane (1941).
2)  
  Complete these sentences with the right word.
  A) Auguste  and Emile Lumiere presented ten films in the Grand Cafe in ...
  B)  The Skladanowsky brothers invented a projector called the ...
  C) A Trip To The Moon was made in 1902 by the professional magician ...
  D) Scarface, Little Caesar, The Godfather and The Public Enemy are ...
  E) Film Noir was a label given by French critics to the 50's American film ...
  F)  Do The Right Thing was a politically sophisticated film made by ...
3)  
 What kind of inventions do the images show?
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F)
4)  
 What films do the images show?
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5)  
 What people do the images show?
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6)  
  Fill in the gaps with the correct director, year, country and style for each film.
#
FILM
DIRECTOR
YEAR
COUNTRY
STYLE / DETAILS
1
A Trip to Moon
2
Metropolis
3
Le Grand Illusion
4
Citizen Kane
5
Birth of a Nation
6
Rome Open City
7
Battelship Potemkin
8
Nosferatu
9
Bicycle Thieves
10
Top Hat
11
Un Chien Andalou
12
The Great Train Robbery
13
The Kid
14
Entr'acte
15
2001: A Space Odyssey
16
Bonnie and Clyde
17
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
18
The 400 Blows
19
The Godfather
20
Breathless
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